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One year of experience as a Sales Associate. Customer focused with diverse 
industry experience including non-profit, retails and construction. Able to handle a
high volume of customer calls in a fast paced environment, with minimum 
supervision, while maintaining an emphasis on the highest quality of consumer 
service. 

DECEMBER 2015 – MAY 2016
JR. SALES ASSOCIATE - ABC CORPORATION

 Monitor store activities and ensure a neat and clean store at night to greet all 
customer next morning and processes all freight and arrange all merchandise.

 Gather all shopping carts and follow all pallet jack as per safety procedures.
 Manage all lifting of goods efficiently and maintain the store floor at all times 

and ensure cleanliness in the same.
 Analyze the sales floor at night every day and ensure replenishment of all goods

as per requirement.
 Coordinate with coworkers and various departments and identify and report any

discrepancies and prepare reports to be submitted to the manager.
 Organize all store shelves and maintain the cleanliness of all storeroom at all 

times.
 Manage all merchandise and ensure appropriate tags and labels to it and 

maintain the count of inventory levels at all items to maintain records of store 
goods.

SEPTEMBER 2015 – NOVEMBER 2015
CARPENTER - ABC CORPORATION

 Laid concrete, built batter boards, used excavators and placed reinforced steel.
 Cut and installed tile and linoleum flooring for residential and commercial 

buildings.
 Coordinated and supervised activities of workers and construction needs for all 

phases.
 Explained floor plans and cabinet work to workers.
 Assisted in the inspection of blueprints to determine various aspects of 

structures.
 Supervised and assisted 6 carpenters in constructing and installing wooden 

structures and fixtures; encompassing concrete forms; building frameworks, 
including partitions, joists, studding and rafters, wooden stairways; windows 
and door frames; and hardwood floors.

 Examined and inspected work progress, equipment, and construction sites to 
verify safety and ensure specifications were met.
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EDUCATION

Copywriting - 2016(Miami Ad School - Queens, NY)HS- (Saint Dominic 
Academy)Business Administration - (Saint Peter's University - Jersey City, NJ)

SKILLS

Goal Oriented, Competitive, Data Entry, Computer, Microsoft Office, Work Well Under 
Pressure, and Communication.
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